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are independent of PKA. This is again

distinct from the CA1 synapse where

direct phosphorylation of GluA1 is impor-

tant to alter the channel conductance

and/or trafficking of AMPARs (Huganir

and Nicoll, 2013). Interestingly, the

GluA3-dependent LTP requires Epac,

but how this protein modulates the

channel properties of GluA3 containing

AMPARs remains to be investigated.

Finally, the study reveals that GluA3, not

GluA1, plays a key role in motor learning,

in contrast to the acquisition of declara-

tive memories such as fear memory

where GluA1 is essential (Kessels and

Malinow, 2009).

In summary, the study by Gutierrez-

Castellanos et al. (2017) has provided

compelling evidence that GluA3 plays

an essential role in LTP at the PF-PC

synapse and motor learning (Figure 1).

This GluA3-dependent synaptic plas-

ticity is distinct from the GluA1-driven

LTP in the hippocampus in that it

involves exclusively enhanced chan-
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nel conductance, but not trafficking,

of AMPARs. It would be interesting to

know whether this form of plasticity

also exists in other regions of the brain.

Another outstanding question is how

the activation of cAMP-Epac signaling

leads to changes in the channel proper-

ties of AMPARs. It would also be inter-

esting to know whether this mechanism

interacts with GluA2-mediated receptor

trafficking shown to occur during LTD

at this synapse. Cleary there is much still

to do, but the findings of Gutierrez-Cas-

tellanos et al. (2017) add to the diversity

of mechanisms of synaptic plasticity that

underlies forms of learning and memory

in the CNS.
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In an elegant model-based fMRI study, Leong et al. (2017) demonstrate how attention and learning interact to
facilitate value-based decision-making. They combine computational modeling with empirical measures of
attentional selection derived from eye-tracking data and multivariate pattern analyses.
A fundamental coordinate of behavior

is searching for reward while avoiding

punishment. Reinforcement learning (RL)

describes how agents achieve the goal

of maximizing long-term future return

in unknown environments (Sutton and

Barto, 1998). The framework of RL has

proven indispensable for our under-

standing of learning from a behavioral as

well as a neurobiological perspective.

Despite its wide-spreading success, RL

suffers from an inherent shortcoming: RL

maps potential reward to all available

states and actions—making it computa-
tionally intractable when scaled up to

high-dimensional learning problems (Sut-

ton and Barto, 1998). Yet such an exten-

sive mapping may be disproportionate

for many problems, because even in

exceedingly complex environments only

some aspects tend to be relevant. Given

the success with which humans act within

their surroundings, they seem to

extract the pertinent aspects of their envi-

ronments to simplify learning and deci-

sion-making. Thus, humans are likely to

make use of selection mechanisms to

downscale high-dimensional environ-
ments to a manageable size. If selection

mechanisms guide learning and deci-

sion-making, how do agents decide

what is relevant for the problem at hand,

and what should be dismissed?

In the current issue of Neuron, Leong

et al. (2017) propose that humans

use selective attention to cope with the

dazzling complexity of their surround-

ings. Their study suggests that attention

acts as a filter on the learning problem

by amplifying a subset of environmental

states while dampening irrelevant ones.

Crucially, they propose a two-way street
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Figure 1. Sketch of the Mutual Influence of Attention and Learning as Proposed in Leong et al.
Attention (derived frommeasures of eye-tracking data and frommultivariate decoding of object categories in the ventral visual stream) affects the computation of
compoundvaluesduringchoiceand theupdatingof individual featurevalues.This leads toanamplificationof the reward-predicting feature in theattendedcategory.
Meanwhile, learning of feature values affects the allocation of attention toward object categories, which gradually increases the attentional focus during learning.
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between attention and learning: attention

facilitates learning, and learned values in

turn inform attentional selection.

To investigate the potential interplay

between learning and attention, Leong

et al. (2017) presented subjects with a

multifaceted probabilistic learning task

which bears resemblance to the Wis-

consin Card Sorting Task (Berg, 1948):

on each trial, participants chose between

three compound stimuli. Compounds

were defined by three different features

along the object categories faces, land-

marks, and tools (e.g., Einstein, Big Ben,

and screwdriver, Figure 1). Within a given

block of the task, only one object cate-

gory (the target category, e.g., faces) indi-

cated a probabilistic reward, and within

that category only one feature (the target

feature, e.g., Einstein) was highly predic-

tive of the reward, whereas the remaining
two features (e.g., Clooney and Lincoln)

would rarely precede reward. Features

from the remaining two categories were

completely unrelated to reward. Partici-

pants were instructed about these regu-

larities in the task.

Previously, Niv and colleagues (2015)

demonstrated in a similar experimental

setting that a feature RL model outper-

formed a variety of alternative models in

predicting subjects’ behavior. Feature RL

implies a drastic downscaling of the

learning problem in comparison to a naive

RLmodel (Sutton and Barto, 1998). Within

the latter model, the values of all possible

compound stimuli have to be represented

and updated (i.e., all possible combina-

tions of nine features within three com-

poundobjects, resulting in 933=27com-

pounds in the current task). In contrast,

within the feature RL model, choices and
learning depend on the nine feature values

alone. Decisions are based on the values

of the multi-categorical compound ob-

jects,which are in turn linear combinations

of the individual feature values. After each

choice, learning takes place by updating

the chosen feature values according to a

prediction error signal. This earlier work

provided evidence that humans structure

high-dimensional environments accord-

ing to task requirement but did not isolate

the selection mechanism that guides

learning and choice.

Here, Leong et al. (2017) investigate

whether selective attention facilitates the

learning process by boosting the relevant

category. To directly test the interaction

between attention and learning, Leong

et al. derived two empirical measures

of selective attention—one from eye-

tracking data and another from applying
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multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA) in a

creative way. Stimulus categories were

faces, landmarks, and tools. MVPA on the

inferior temporal cortex can easily discrim-

inate these object categories (Haxby

et al., 2001). So far, most studies

have used MVPA to decode stimulus

representations fromBOLD activation pat-

terns along the visual processing stream.

Leong et al. apply this technique in order

to decode selective attention to the

different object categories (Figure 1). This

demonstrates one of the innovative ap-

proaches of this paper. In contrast

to earlier studies that had to infer atten-

tional selection from a computational

model (Niv et al., 2015; Yu and Dayan,

2005), here the authors have a direct,

empirical, trial-by-trialmeasureof selective

attention at their disposal. In different vari-

ants of the feature RL model they used

this attention measure to bias either the

calculation of the compounds’ expected

values or the reward prediction errors that

update the feature values—or both. Model

comparison indicated that selective atten-

tion influences both choice and learning

(Figure 1).

In accordance with the behavioral find-

ings, Leong et al. (2017) found the winning

model to best reflect their neural data.

Expected value representations in the

ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC,

see Clithero and Rangel, 2014, for a

review; Figure 1) and prediction error

representations in the ventral striatum

(see Garrison et al., 2013, for a review)

co-variedwith the value and prediction er-

ror estimates retrieved from the model

that included an attention bias on choice

and learning, but not from any of the other

models.

Having demonstrated the influence of

selective attention on learning, Leong

et al. (2017) closed the circle by investi-

gating how attention itself evolves over

time. To obtain a direct proxy of atten-

tion bias, they computed the standard

deviation over the attention weights of

the three object categories. A low stan-

dard deviation points toward a fairly

even distribution of attention over object

categories (i.e., a low attention bias),

whereas a high value indicates focused

attention on a subset of the object cate-

gories (i.e., high attention bias). Over the

course of an experimental block, the

standard deviation increased, suggest-
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ing that the attentional focus sharpened

in the course of learning (Figure 1).

Furthermore, the most attended cate-

gory correlated with the category con-

taining the highest feature value, point-

ing toward an interaction between

feature value and attention bias. These

findings were corroborated by a model-

based analysis of attention: the compar-

ison of different models that predict

dynamic allocation of attention revealed

that the distribution of attention over

categories depended on learned feature

values (and not on recent choice or

reward history; Figure 1).

An interaction between value learning

and attention allocation was affirmed by

an analysis of the neural data during

attention switches. An attention switch

was defined as a change in the maxi-

mally attended object category. Such

switches were more abundant when the

standard deviation over the attention

weights was low. Accordingly, the BOLD

signal in areas attributed to the network

of top-down attentional control (Corbetta

and Shulman, 2002) was greater during

switch than during stay trials. Connectiv-

ity analyses revealed an anti-correlation

between vmPFC and attention-related

areas on stay trails. This suggests that

increased value signals in the vmPFC

lead to decreased activity in the attention

network, which may result in a reduced

tendency to switch the attentional focus.

Taken together, these results persua-

sively show that selective attention is a

key mechanism for managing complex

learning problems. Furthermore, attention

does not act in a single-sided top-down

manner but is itself informed by the

learning process.

The proposed interaction between

attention and learningoffers newperspec-

tives on the framework of RL. In the study

by Leong et al. (2017), stimuli were care-

fully controlled.Attentional selectionarose

purely from the learned values and fed

back into learning process in a

‘‘top-down fashion.’’ In many (real-life)

scenarios, bottom-up processes (e.g.,

a colored item among gray items) or

top-down processes due to previous ex-

periences (e.g., having seen the iconic

photograph of Einstein with the tongue

stretched out countless times) are likely

to contribute to the formation of attention

biases in various manners.
Furthermore, in many situations regu-

larities that may reduce the state space

are not known a priori. For instance,

rather than an individual feature a specific

combination of features could predict

reward (e.g., Clooney with a screwdriver

but neither Clooney nor screwdriver on

their own). In such cases, participants

would have to concurrently track several

competing hypotheses about the infor-

mative aspects of the environment. Over

time, they would need to narrow down

the hypothesis space and exploit the

best option (Donoso et al., 2014). Hypoth-

esis testing could be dynamically inter-

connected with attentional processes in

a similar fashion as feature learning and

selective attention.

From a methodological perspective,

the current study introduces MVPA as

a novel measure of attention. Future

studies will likely refine this metric to

further specify the attentional selec-

tion process. For example, instead of

deriving attention measures for the entire

object categories, attention on individual

features within an object category could

be examined.

In sum, the study by Leong et al. (2017)

provides an elegant model and innova-

tive methods to gain further insight into

the interplay between top-down and bot-

tom-up attentional selection and value

learning in complex environments.
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